ANNEXURE A.1

A. Groot Constantia Site Inventory: Historical Precinct
Groot Constantia Homestead
*Key to criteria at end of document

Ref
No.
1.

Name

Description

Age

Homestead
Original
appearance

Late
th
17 C

1a

Present
Homestead

Detail of a sketch by EV Stade of
Constantia in 1710. The farm was
granted to Simon van der Stel in 1685
and he lived there until his death in 1712.
Stade’s drawing shows a double storey
building with a central bell gable and
smaller pointed side gables. It was built
in Dutch Renaissance style with small red
face-brick and had casement windows.
The house was U-shaped with galleries
around a back courtyard. It stood on the
present site. (Van der Merwe)
The original U-shaped house was
extensively remodelled by Hendrik
Cloete who purchased the farm in 1778.
His alterations include the iconic front
gable, side gables, and a deeper main
block incorporating an inner hall.
The forecourt was raised and levelled to
emphasize the homestead as focal point
and hide the original basement windows.
Evidence of early features was found
after the 1925 fire when the architect, RK
Kendall, undertook the reconstruction of
the homestead in line with the Cloete
era.

Late
th
18 –
th
20 C

Very High

Front ‘Halsgewel’ (collar gable) derived
from an Amsterdam gable type
th
developed by Vingboons in the 17 C
with segmented pediment and side
volutes (Fransen). It is popularly
attributed to the celebrated Cape
architect Louis Michel Thibault (17501815) but without proof.
The front and main end gables are
particularly large to accommodate the
unusually wide span (12,5m) and height
of the roof. This was a consequence of
Cloete increasing the depth of the main
block of the house.

Late
th
18 C

Very High

A niche in the gable contains the
sculpted plaster figure of Abundance
holding a cornucopia with a garlanded
festoon below. It was thought to be the
work of Cape sculptor, Anton Anreith but
appears to have been added later.

19 C

GPS 34° 01’ 52.28” S
/ 18° 25’.07.35” E
Elevation 93m

1b

1c

Front gable

Sculpture

The statue does not feature in two
th
drawings at the turn of the 19 century.
Lady Anne Barnard’s drawing 1798-1800
shows no niche or statue in the gable
while JG Milbert’s engraving of 1803
shows a niche but no statue.

Significance
*

Photograph

A, Ar, H, Lm,
Cx

A, Ar, Art, H,
Lm, Cx

th

Barnard

Milbert

1c

Kendall
restoration

The homestead interior is a largely Cape
Arts and Crafts reconstruction executed
by Kendall after the fire in 1925. Most of
the joinery was destroyed though the
front door frame appears to be original
with its painted teak triangular pediment
supported on fluted teak pilasters.
Decorative wrought iron wall brackets
were added during restoration.

1925

1d

NW elevation

1d

Back wings

1e

SW elevation &
back courtyard

Like the front gable the side gables are
very large to accommodate the wide and
high roof span. They are also halsgewels
but have vases perched above the side
volutes. The side gables are plainer with
small double gable windows. Wrought
iron brackets were added to secure the
gable walls.
The back wings are lower and narrower
than the main block. The end gables of
the back wings are simpler versions of
the halsgewel. Although Cloete raised
the ground level in front the basement
windows are still visible where the
ground slopes to the side.
Enclosed back courtyard with two back
wings forming a U-shaped building.
There is no central back gable. A flight of
steps leads from the storey above to the
courtyard below. The gallery at the back
of the homestead was widened and
enclosed by Cloete.

1f

Courtyard

The floor of the back courtyard is
cobbled with access to basement rooms
under the homestead. These might have
been workrooms or accommodated
slaves in the past.

Late
th
17 th
19 C

1g

Basement

The basement lies underneath the house.
The rooms can be accessed from the
back courtyard. Image alongside shows a
basement room with vaulted ceiling.
Evidence of window openings in the
front of the house was found after the
1925 fire.

Late
th
17 th
19 C

1h

West wing

The west wing is shorter than the east
wing and contains nesting places similar
to those found at Vergelegen. Walton
believes that these were added in the
th
19 C.

Late
th
17 th
19 C

1i

SE elevation

This side of the homestead has two
dissimilar gables. The larger gable
matches that on the NW side. Next to it
is a much narrower gable above the
kitchen door. A flight of steps leads
down to the garden below.

Late
th
17 th
18 C

After the 1925 fire (Kendall)

Late
th
17 –
early
th
20 C

Late
th
17 th
18 C

1j

Ground plan of
homestead

RK Kendall’s ground plan of the U-shaped
homestead with a stoep in front and
courtyard behind. Stairs lead down from
the gallery to the courtyard and from the
kitchen to grounds outside. During
restoration an old cesspool and drain
was uncovered on the east side and a
drain below the house on the NW side.
After restoration by Kendall, the
homestead was opened as a museum in
1927 with a fine Cape antique collection
established by Alfred de Pass. It included
Cloete’s original desk and utensils from
the original house. The collection is
currently part of Iziko Museums of SA.

1k

Homestead
interior.

1l

Ceilings

The loft space now has a concrete
brandsolder floor with concrete
reinforced wall caps: part of fire security
measures introduced after 1925.
Carpentry and joinery forming part of the
c1926 ‘restoration’ includes kiaat ceilings
and yellowwood floors.

20 C

1m

Woodwork

Well detailed joinery of this same period
includes panelled teak inter-leading
screen doors to the inner hall, teak
fenestration, and kiaat and yellowwood
single panel doors, many with Baroque
Revival decorative brass ironmongery.

20 C

1n

Stone floors

The stone floors at the entrance of the
manor house depict five-pointed stars,
like the plan of the Castle of Good Hope.
A similar one featured in van der Stel’s
home but M van der Merwe believes
these to be of a later date. A six-pointed
star appears in the paving on the front
stoep.

Late
th
17 –
th
18 C

Name

Description

Age

Cloete Wine
Cellar

Wine cellar or warehouse built by
th
Hendrik Cloete in the late 18 C.
This impressive building is attributed to
the architect Louis Michel Thibault,
celebrated proponent of Neo-Classicism
at Cape. Thibault, Anreith and the master
builder Hermann Schutte often worked
together. (Van der Merwe)
The cellar is a symmetrical flat roofed
double storey rectangular building. In the
centre is an arched double door with
rows of shuttered windows on either
side. It was restored by Revel Fox &
Partners 1993.

Late
th
18

Kendall plan 1927
th

20 C

th

th

Cloete Cellar
*Key to criteria at end of document

Ref
No.
2

GPS 34° 01’53.58” S
/ 18° 25’ 05.57” E

Significance
*
Very High
A, Ar, Art, H,
T, Lm, Cx

Photograph

2a

Interior of Cloete
cellar

2b

Front facade &
pediment

2c

Sculpted
pediment

2d

Back elevation

2e

East side of cellar

2d

Cloete’s office

3

Slave Steps

Site of original
slave lodge

Much of the original fabric of the building
is intact. Cloete described the extent of
equipment purchased for his new wine
cellar. The cellar was in existence when
Constantia wine was supplied to
Napoleon in exile on St Helena.
Nowadays the cellar forms part of Iziko
Museums of SA.
The focal point of the cellar is its central
triangular pediment with fine Baroque
sculpted relief dated 1791. It is in low
relief and made of lime plaster fixed to
the wall with wrought iron nails. Below is
an arched loft door with shuttered
arched windows on either side. A hoist
lifted goods into the loft.

Late
th
18

The sculpted pediment is regarded as a
masterpiece of the Cape sculptor Anton
Anreith (1754-1822). It depicts
Ganymede , cup-bearer to Zeus,
surrounded by putti in an allegory to
wine. The shapes of wine barrels can be
discerned at the back. The pediment was
restored by Jan Corewijn in 1994.
View of flat roofed cellar with
windowless back facade. Shuttered
window above NW doorway.
The small centrally located flat roofed
structure projecting from the back façade
served as the Cloete’s office.
Later additions such as a raised parapet
wall and west wing were removed during
the 1993 restoration.
A lean-to extension at the back of the
cellar was retained for toilets in the 1993
restoration. There are signs of
subsidence on the east side and gabions
have been built in the gulley below to
prevent the erosion of the bank.
Cloete’s office appears to be an early
addition to the cellar. It has a door facing
SW and windows on either side with
th
views across the farm. In the early 19 C
visitors called it the billiard room while
Hildagonda Duckitt described it in 1860s
as Cloete’s ‘sanctuary’ filled with
memorabilia as well as a record book of
wine sales.
Steep flight of steps with slate treads
leading from the back of the Cloete cellar
and office door to the stream below.
Restored by Revel Fox & Partners 1993.
Archaeological investigation relating to
steps and pool below was done in 1992.
Remnant of a slave era at Constantia.

1791

Unknown. No archaeological survey.
Simon van der Stel had about 69 slaves
and Cloete 85 but it is unclear where
th
they were housed. By the 19 C slaves
were living in outbuildings to the north of
manor house (see Item 8 Jonkershuis).
Alongside is a drawing of Hendrik Cloete
and a slave in livery holding his pipe!
(Swellenbgrebel)

17 C

1791

Late
th
18

Late
th
18

Early
th
19 C

Early
th
18 C

Very high
A, H, S, Cx

th

Subject o
further
investigation

Hendrik Cloete & slave

Site of original
wine cellar

Unknown. No archaeological survey.
th
In the early 18 C Valentijn describes the
wine cellar as a large and handsome
stone structure west of the homestead.
In the Stade drawing there appears to be
a structure in this area with a low
thatched roof hidden by a row of trees
which might have been the cellar.

th

17 C

Subject o
further
investigation

EV Stade

Outbuildings on west side of werf (farmyard)
*Key to criteria at end of document

Ref
No.

Name

Description

Age

West side of werf
1741

JW van der Heydt depicted Constantia
homestead and out buildings in 1741.
Next to the homestead stood a U-shaped
‘caretaker’s house’ and further along was
a square building with courtyards in
between.

1741

West side of werf
1799

A painting by Lady Emily Hamilton in
1799 shows the buildings on the west
side of the werf. The ‘caretaker’s
cottage’ had extended northwards into
the central courtyard, leaving a narrow
opening between it and the next
building. Neither building had gables
then.
The Jonkershuis stands to the west of the
homestead. Possibly the site of
‘overseer’s house’ described by Valentijn
in 1705. Van der Heydt depicted a Ushaped ‘caretaker’s house’ in 1741. 50
years later Hamilton showed that it had
been extended northwards.
The name ‘Jonkershuis’ might be a
corruption of ‘Jongenshuis’ i.e. labourers’
house. It was referred to as slave
quarters by Teenstra in 1825. (Slavery
ended at the Cape in 1838)
The Jonkershuis comprised several living
units with doors to the outside. There are
three such doors in the most southerly
section which is the site of the original
Overseer/ Caretakers house. The end
gable is a klokgevel. (see Item 4e)
There is archaeological evidence of outer
th
walls dating from the late 17 C.

1799

Significance
*

Photograph

JW van der Heydt

4

Jonkershuis

GPS 34° 01’ 50.40” S
/ 18° 25’ 08.34” E

Lady Emily Hamilton

Late
th
17
th
/20 C

4a

Southern facade

Late1
th
7
th
/20 C

4b

Interior of
Jonkershuis

Since 1934 the Jonkershuis has served as
a restaurant. The interior includes wide
yellowwood boarded ceiling on heavy
th
rafters. Late 20 C clay quarry tile floors.

Late1
th
7
th
/20 C

4c

Outer wing of
Jonkershuis

Flat roofed structure to the back of the
Jonkershuis. It is in line with the wing of
original U- shaped house that stood on
the site but could have been added later.
It appears on plan of 1910. Converted
into toilet block during 1993 renovations.

19 /
th
20 C

th

High
A, Ar, H, S,
Cx

Arched double doorway of flat roofed
extension

4d

South courtyard

Courtyard formed by two wings. Inner
wing converted into kitchens by Revel
Fox & Partners in 1993. Doors to kitchen
and restaurant visible at far end.
Courtyard used for outdoor dining.

th

18
th
/20 C

[Covered with canopy for shade and
protection against rain]

4e

Front gable of
Jonkershuis

4f

Northern facade
of Jonkershuis

4g

Cobbled furrow

4h

Middle courtyard

5

Old stables

GPS 34° 01’ 49.77” S
/ 18° 25’ 08.65” E

The gable of the Jonkershuis is a
Klokgevel and was added 1830-1840. This
gable type derived from the Netherlands
and is unique to the Constantia Valley in
South Africa and therefore rare.(Fransen)
Above the gable door is a hoist to lift
goods into the loft. Arched entrance with
double doors below indicate that the
building was used as a coach house.
th
This section was added in late 18 C and
first depicted by Hamilton in 1799. There
is archaeological evidence of a communal
hall with hearths at either end,
suggesting that it was used by slaves.
Alongside is a portico with a small arched
door and gateway leading into
courtyards at the back.
Cobbled furrows along the base of
buildings on west side of the werf with
round steps at the doorways. These were
restored by Revel Fox in 1993 after
different levels of stoeps (concrete
walkways) along the outer walls were
removed.
In 1741 van der Heydt depicted a large
courtyard between two buildings. By
1799 the Jonkershuis had extended into
the front part of the courtyard as
depicted by Hamilton. At some stage a
barn was also built at the back of the
courtyard. The doorway at the far end
now opens onto a small kitchen yard.
The old barn at the back of the courtyard
was possibly the old smithy mentioned in
Cloete records (Van der Merwe). It was
later used as stables. It has a thatched
roof and stalls with slatted gates housing
the museum collection of old carriages
and carts.

th

18
th
/20

Late
th
18
th
/19 C

18/
th
20 C

th

18 /
th
20 C

th

19 C

Medium
A, H, Cx

5a

Gate posts to
north courtyard

Gate posts between the north and
middle courtyards. The posts have
moulded plaster cornices with raised
caps. Wooden slatted gates.

18/
th
19 C

5b

Back of stables

18
th
/20 C

6

Orientation
Centre

View from the road above showing back
walls and roof. The eaves of the roof are
level with the road and the terrace
above. End gables and loft window are
also visible.
This building stands in line with the
Jonkershuis and has been remodelled
over the centuries. It was depicted in
1741 and again in 1799. The klokgevel
was added later, 1830-40. In the early
th
20 C it was used as stables and later as
staff accommodation.
The interior of the orientation centre is
characterized and unslabbed poplar
th
rafters supporting late 20 C reed ceiling.
Corcoleum flooring except for sections of
glass floor panels exposing excavations of
th
cattle stalls dating from early 18 C.

The north courtyard is situated behind
the orientation centre but access is
gained through the middle courtyard.
Lean-tos and steps in this courtyard were
removed during the Revel Fox
restoration in 1993.
The front wall of this enclosure or kraal is
in line with Jonkershuis and Orientation
Centre. Depicted as a square courtyard
in 1741 it was extended north during the
th
19 C. It was fully enclosed in 1993 for
parking with a ramp at the NE end.
Entrance to Orientation centre. An
existing flat roofed structure was
extended across the south end of the
enclosure in 1993. There is a doorway to
public toilets in the corner and a
staircase up to the terrace above.
Gate posts at the entrance to the
enclosure. The posts have cornices and
raised flat tops and wooden gates
attached to them. Rustic portions of the
original walls visible.

18 /
th
19 C

GPS 34° 01’ 49.54” S
/ 18° 25’ 09.71” E

6a

Interior of
Orientation
Centre

6b

North Courtyard

7

Kraal or walled
enclosure

7a

Side entrance

7b

Gate posts in
enclosure

th

th

18
th
/19 C

High
A, Ar, H, Cx

th

18
th
/19 C

th

th

19 /
th
20 C

Medium
A, H, Cx

th

20 C

th

19 /
th
20 C

Ringwalls on SE side of werf (or farmyard)
*Key to criteria at end of document

Ref
No.
8

Name

Description

Age

Ring walls

Ring walls on the east side of the werf
run parallel to the buildings on the west
side. At the north end the wall curls
around to form a pillar. The ground on
the inside of the walls has been filled in
to level the approach to the homestead.

18
th
/19 C

th

Significance
*
High
A, Ar, H, Cx

Photograph

8a

SE Ring walls from
below

8b

Gate posts at
south end

South end showing the outside height of
the ring walls. In 1780 Cloete wrote that
he had built a ring wall 600 feet long and
9ft high and planted a variety of vines
along it. (Swellengrebel)
(See inventory A Landscapes Item 2a)
At the south end of the ring wall, near
the corner of the homestead, is a
platform with steps leading down to the
vineyards below.

Late
th
18

th

18
th
/19 C

The pillar and adjacent length of wall
next to the homestead side leans
inwards but has been reinforced with
steel.

8c

Gate posts in
middle

9

Old entrance gate

GPS 34° 01’44.74” S
/ 18° 25’ 17.96” E
Elevation 112m

Gate posts half way along the ring wall
with a view SE to False Bay. A farm road
leads from the gateway to the vineyards
below. The gate is defined by a pair of
pillars with moulded plaster cornices and
raised flat tops flanked by abutting walls
topped by curvilinear shoulder copings.
The old NE entrance gates situated at the
top of a hill overlooking the werf. As
early as 1825 Teenstra remarked on the
‘Groot Constantia’ entrance gates.
Existing pillars are topped by moulded
plaster cornices supporting squared
moulded plaster bell caps. They are
flanked by narrow walls with curvilinear
shoulder copings.
Other features include teak gates with
Cape Arts & Crafts stylistic overtones and
the name ‘Groot Constantia’ depicted in
1920/30’s period lettering.

th

18
th
/19 C

th

19
th
/20 C

High
A, Ar, H, Lm,
Cx

Bathing pool to NW of werf
*Key to criteria at end of document

Ref
No.
10

Name

Description

Age

Bathing pool

Situated to the north west of the historic
werf is an oval lime plastered bathing
pool. At one end is a gabled niche
containing a statue of a triton with steps
alongside leading into the bathing pool.
The pool was restored in 1993 by Revel
Fox & Partners. The original timber
statue is in safekeeping at the museum.
(See also inventories :
B. Landscape elements Item 8a
C. Surroundings Item 6)

Early
th
19 C

GPS 34° 01’ 43.00” S
/ 18° 25’ 55.47” E
Elevation 132m

Significance
*
High
A, Ar, H, Cx

Photograph

Modern structures
*Key to criteria at end of document

Ref
No.
11

Name

Description

Age

Simons
Restaurant

Situated west of the old Cloete cellar, is a
restaurant consisting of two adjacent
buildings, dated 1904 and 1932 that had
previously served as a tavern.
Attached to the outer section is an
outdoor area with pergola looking SW to
vineyards and mountains.

Early late
th
20 C

GPS 34° 01’ 51.22” S
/ 18° 25’ 03.98” E

11a

Interior

Interior extensively refitted as a
restaurant and with an industrial kitchen
and dining areas.

Late
th
20 C

11b

South facade

The south-facing façade has been
‘modernized’ with doors and windows
opening onto a patio for outdoor eating.

Late
th
20 C

12

Production Cellar

Modern production cellars west of
manor house. Massive structure
screened by trees on the north side but
obtrusive from the south and west.
Designed by architect Gilbert Coleyn in
1985. It stands on the site an earlier
building shown on the 1925 plan.

Late
th
20 C

GPS 34° 01’ 49.81” S
/ 18° 25’ 03.93” E
Elevation 112m

Significance
*
Low
Cx

None

View of Production Cellar from the
amphitheatre showing west side.
12a

Back of
production cellar

Back of production cellar with large
opening to production area on west side
and parking below on south side.

Late
th
20 C

12b

Wine tasting

East facade of production cellar with
arched entrance way on the ground floor
to the wine tasting centre. It is screened
off by trees in the Sundial Garden.

Late
th
20 C

13

Tractor Shed

Modern tractor shed with zinc roof
situated on road overlooking werf.
Parking alongside it.

Late
th
20 C

GPS 34° 01’ 45.74” S
/ 18° 25’ 14.75” E

None

Photograph

14

Farm managers
house
GPS 34° 01’ 45.76” S
/ 18° 25’ 14.78” E

14a

Garage & flatlet

15

Weather station
GPS 34° 01’ ” S
/ 18° 25’ ” E

16

Small shed

th

Close to the old entrance to the werf is a
house that appears on the 1925 plan.
Front wall and hedges to the side partly
screen it from the road. Simple
corrugated iron pitch roof/lean-to
th
massing. Loft door and 20 C external
hearth and flue on north side.
The interior is much altered but retains
boarded ceilings on rafters (some
concealed by dropped ceilings). Also
some surviving four panel doors and
th
th
other late 19 /early 20 C period timber
internal doors, now stripped.
Separate building with steel windows in
the grounds of the farm manager's
house. Flatlet in front with garages
behind.

19 /
th
20 C

Low

Described as a weather station on Revel
Fox plan – fenced in on roadside above
farm manager’s house.

20 C

th

None

Small tool shed on the bank south east of
the manor house and screened off by
hedge. In vicinity of the old kitchen
garden.

20 C

th

None

Cx

th

20 C

Criteria key:
A summary of criteria underpinning significance in terms of the definition of cultural significance set out in the Schedule (2(vi)) of
the NHRA as follows: aesthetic (A); architectural (Ar); artistic (Art); historical (H); scientific (Sc); social (S); spiritual (Sp); linguistic (L)
technological (T); landmark/focal element (Lm); and/or contribution to a fine built group, landscape or space (Cx).
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A. Groot Constantia Historic Precinct:
1. Homestead 2. Cloete Cellar 3. Slave Steps 4. Jonkershuis 5. Stables 6. Orientation Centre 7. Kraal or walled enclosure
8. Ring walls 9. Old entrance (NE) 10. Bathing pool (to NW) 11. Simons Restaurant 12. Production Cellar 13. Tractor shed
14. Farm manager’s house 15. Weather station 16. Garden shed (SE)

B. Groot Constantia Site Inventory: Landscape elements
Main Axis: Werf (farmyard) in front of the homestead
*Key to criteria at end of document

Ref
No.
1

Name

Description

Age

Old road

The old road leads from the old entrance
gates down to the werf. The homestead is
only visible as one descends. The road
seems to have been cut into the hillside.
Visitors mentioned that the walled sides of
the road and silver trees growing on its
slopes. (Van der Merwe)
Avenue of oak trees define the axial
approach to the homestead. According to
Latrobe Cloete planted the oaks in a zigzag
pattern. (Van der Merwe)
Nowadays more resilient varieties of oaks
are planted to replace oaks that die off.

18 C

Ring walls
East side of
werf

Parallel to the avenue is a long ring wall on
the east side with a spectacular of view of
False Bay and the mountains beyond.
The narrow terrace prevents further
development and helps to retain the
panoramic views to the south.

18 C

2a

View of
ringwalls

18 C

3

Forecourt of
homestead

View of ring walls from below, looking
towards Constantiaberg - the axial
approach was apparently aligned on this
mountain. Depicted here is the long and
high wall that Cloete built to demarcate
the edge of the werf. (See inventory: A
Heritage Precinct Item 8a)
Large forecourt in front of the homestead
with views across to False Bay. The level of
the ground was raised in front of the house
by Cloete in the 1780s which added
emphasis to the homestead as focal
element of the main axis. The forecourt
was depicted by Lady Anne Barnard, JG
th
Milbert & TW Bowler during the 19 C.
Front facade with stoep running the full
width framed by plastered seats at both
ends and a single step down. Before it was
levelled there had been 2 or 3 steps down
to the ground. A patch of early cobble
stones in the forecourt was uncovered by
archaeologists in 1993.
The row of outbuildings on the west side is
parallel to the avenue of trees down the
middle of the werf and ring walls to the
east, emphasising the symmetrical layout
of the werf.
[Outdoor eating area with umbrellas,
tables etc detracts from historic sense of
place ]
Stone with plaque commemorating 350
years of viticulture at South Africa’s oldest
producing wine farm at ‘Groot Constantia 2
February 2009’. Located in front of the
Orientation Centre.

1a

2

Avenue of
trees

3a

Front facade
and stoep

4

Outbuildings
West side of
werf

4a

Monument

th

Significance
*
High
A, H, Cx

th

18 C

High
A, Cx

th

High
A, H, Cx

th

th

18 C

Very High
A, H, Cx

th

18 C

th

18 C

High
A, Ar, H, Cx

st

21 C

Low
Cx

Photograph

Main Axis: Cloete Cellar & Forecourt
*Key to criteria at end of document

Ref
No.
5

5a

Name

Description

Age

Forecourt of
wine cellar

The symmetry and axis of the main werf is
reinforced in this area – a progression that
leads to the imposing Cloete wine cellar at
the back. The spacious forecourt
complements the grandeur of this building
and makes for easier viewing.

Late
th
18 C

The original rectangular shaped canals
were reinstated by Revel Fox in 1993,
replacing oval pools from the 1920s. Water
supply was important for wine making and
fire-fighting on the farm. Rectangular canal
configurations indicated on 1910 plans
have been confirmed in archaeological
excavations.
The low bridge with plastered seats is
situated in between the two canals to the
back of the homestead.
In 1705 Valentijn records that orchards and
exotic trees were planted in this area by
Simon van der Stel.

Late
th
18 C

The main axis continues from the
homestead, between the canals, through
the Cloete cellar, to the Cloete office and
the slave steps below.

Late
th
18 C

Steep flight of steps to the back of the
cellar leads down to a gulley. Plans from
1912 & 1925 show a dammed up stream
passing behind the cellar but it is no longer
visible because of undergrowth. Gabions
have been erected to prevent the bank
below the cellar from being eroded.
At the bottom of the kitchen steps was
probably a vegetable garden and beyond it
were orchards on the way to Hoop op
Constantia. (Van der Merwe)
Ian Ford’s proposals in 1985 included a
parterre garden which was never carried
out. A fowl run was indicated nearby on
the 1925 plan.

18 /
th
20 C

Name

Description

Age

Avenue to
bathing pool

This avenue is at right angles to the axis of
the main werf. It starts at the homestead
forecourt, crosses an intersection with the
circular road near the back of cellar, and
extends up to the bathing pool.

19 /
th
20 C

Canals

5b

Bridge

5c

South end of
main axis

6

7

Slave steps

East bank

Significance
*
Very high

Photograph

A, H, Cx

Very high
A, H, Cx

Late
th
18 C

Very high
H, Cx

th

Very high
A, H, Cx

Low
Cx

Cross Axis
*Key to criteria at end of document

Ref
No.
8

th

Significance
*
High
A, H, Cx

Photograph

8a

9

10

11

11a

Bathing pool
& spring

th

At the top of the road is the bathing pool in
an Arcadian setting with a canopy of trees
and a stream running by.

19 C

Below the bathing pool is a flat lawn used
as a helipad. The 1925 plan shows a stream
running through the middle of this field. It
was subsequently diverted and Ian Ford
plans 1985 show furrows to the south.

20 C

The area was landscaped as an
amphitheatre by Ian Ford in 1985. It offers
views across to Muizenberg and the
Production Cellar below. Events have
seldom been held here because of causing
disturbance in a residential area.

20 C

The stream depicted in the 1925 plan was
diverted in a furrow to the side of the
amphitheatre. This diversion was required
to prevent flooding of the winery that lay
on its original course.

20 C

The furrow continues alongside a track that
circumvents the winery and a vineyard and
ends near the gulley below the slave steps.
[The furrow is eroding and in need of
protection and sympathetic landscape
upgrade.]

20 C

Name

Description

Age

Sundial
Garden

This garden is situated in front of the wine
tasting area at the SE end of the new cellar.
It is named after the sundial standing in the
th
east corner. Visitors in the 19 century
mentioned a shrubbery situated above the
homestead with flowering plants, myrtle
hedges and pathways up the mountain.
(Van der Merwe)
The sundial has a bronze arm with a slate
plate on a square pillar. It is engraved
‘Groot Constantia’ with Roman numerals
around the dial. The face of the dial is
badly scarred with graffiti, hence the fence.

20 C

The sundial is situated in a small square
with seating at the east corner of the
Sundial Garden. It features in Ian Ford’s
plan of 1985 with steps down the
embankment to the side of the homestead.

20 C

Shaded embankment below the Sundial
Garden and opposite the homestead. The
embankment is depicted in the Meischke
drawing of 1910 while the flights of steps
on either side feature in Ian Fords plan of
1985 .

19 &
th
20 C

Helipad

Amphitheatre

Furrow

Course of
furrow

High
A, H, Cx

th

Low
Cx

th

Low
Cx

th

Low
Cx

th

Modern precincts
*Key to criteria at end of document

Ref
No.
12

12a

12b

12c

Sundial

Sundial
Square

Embankment

th

Significance
*
Low
Cx

th

20 C

Low
A, Cx

th

Low
Cx

th

Low
Cx

Photograph

12d

12e

13

Flights of
steps

Old walled
courtyard

Simons
Restaurant:
outdoor area
& parking

th

Steep flight of steps on the south side of
the embankment leads down to the cellar
forecourt. The pillars at the bottom have
stepped cornices & round finials.

20 C

Low

At the south corner of Sundial Garden is a
retaining wall of an old courtyard that was
depicted in the 1910 plan with a distillery
to the side. Below it is the older section of
Simons Restaurant.
[Seating and bollards are out of character]

19 C

Outdoor area of Simons Restaurant
overlooks a parking area and vineyards to
the south.

20 C

th

None

Cx

th

Low
Cx

[Outdoor area should be screened off from
the heritage core]
14

Production
Cellar parking

Parking area on the south side and below
the production cellar. Circular road passes
through it to the restaurant parking.

Late
th
20 C

None

15

Circular road

Late
th
20 C

None

16

Road at back
of werf

th

None

16a

Temporary
structure

Circular road lined with iceberg roses that
leads to the Production Cellar and Simons
Restaurant. It intersects with the avenue to
the bathing pool. Part of Revel Fox plans in
1993 to reroute the road away from the
historic complex.
The road to the back of the werf appears to
have been filled in. In 1992 Revel Fox &
Partners recommended removing the road
and restoring the natural gradient of the
hillside. Van der Heydt showed vineyards
growing up to the ring walls in 1741.
[Visually intrusive canopy over the
courtyard at the Jonkershuis]
[Temporary enclosure and portable toilets
installed by the Jonkershuis restaurant
across the back road - also visually
intrusive]

17

Upper werf
parking

Along the road behind the werf and next to
the tractor shed is an upper level of
parking for visitors. Disabled parking is
available in the walled enclosure below.

Late
th
20 C

None

18

Bus parking

Flight of steps leads up to bus parking area
overlooking the werf. This was added by
Revel Fox & Partners in 1993.

Late
th
20 C

Low

20 C

st

21 C

A, Cx

Criteria key:
A summary of criteria underpinning significance in terms of the definition of cultural significance set out in the Schedule (2(vi)) of
the NHRA as follows: aesthetic (A); architectural (Ar); artistic (Art); historical (H); scientific (Sc); social (S); spiritual (Sp); linguistic (L)
technological (T); landmark/focal element (Lm); and/or contribution to a fine built group, landscape or space (Cx).
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B. Groot Constantia Landscape Elements: Historic Precinct
Main axis: 1. Old road 2. Ringwalls 3. Forecourt Homestead 4. Werf buildings 5. Forecourt Cloete Cellar 6. Slave steps 7. East Bank
Cross axis: 8. Avenue to bathing pool to NE 9. Helipad 10. Amphitheatre 11. Furrow 12. Sundial Garden 13. Simons Restaurant
parking 14. Production Cellar parking 15. Circular road 16. Road behind werf 17. Upper werf parking 18. Bus parking

C. Groot Constantia Site Inventory: Surroundings
Upper Section of Farm
*Key to criteria at end of document

Ref
No.
1.

Name

Description

Age

New entrance

New main entrance for Groot
Constantia. The gate posts have
bulbous moulded plaster tops and
curved side walls with a guardhouse
behind it.
Close to the main entrance is a
contemporary house used by a
manager. A driveway leads behind the
entrance gates to a garage with the
hidden house below.

Late
th
20 C

Rectilinear staff house with hipped
slate roof on corner of Schoenstatt Ave
with a student house on the same
property below. The latter is a simple
structure with corrugated iron roof,
steel windows and lean-to extension.

GPS 34° 01’ 35.89” S
/ 18° 25’ 31.89” E

2a

Staff house
GPS 34° 01’34.36” S
/ 18° 25’ 31.69” E

2b&c

Staff houses

GPS 34° 01’ 33.53” S
/ 18° 25’ 32.64” E

3

Wine Sales

GPS 34° 01’ 36.43” S
/ 18° 25’ 28.60” E

Cx

20 C

th

None

20 C

th

None

Wine Sales and offices are situated at
the entrance to the property. Designed
by Revel Fox in 1993 to keep traffic for
wine sales and deliveries away from
the historic werf. It was the site of the
Bertram cellars, built here in 1940s.

Late
th
20 C

Low
Cx

4

Entrance road

A tree lined road leads to the old gates
of the historic precinct and lies on the
same axis. It gives a sense of approach
and distinguishes between the historic
and commercial activities on the farm.

Late
20th

5

Staff housing

Cluster of 22 semi-detached cottages
for staff on the northern side of the
property. They are situated on a
hillside overlooking a large vineyard
near the main entrance.
The bathing pool is located in a glen to
the north of the heritage precinct. It is
fed by a stream and a spring was
depicted there in the 1925 plan. An
avenue of trees provides a cross axis to
the heritage precinct.
(See Inventory A Heritage precinct:
item 10)
A belt of indigenous forest lies on the
NW side of the farm, stretching from
the amphitheatre to the western
border. Table Mountain and Maclear’s
Beacon are visible over the hill.

20 C

Nestled in the indigenous forest is a
recreational area with polystyrene
‘castle ruins’ used by Rotary for
fundraising events for under privileged
children.

21 C

GPS 34° 01’ 40.08” S
/ 18° 25’ 15.83” E

6

Bathing pool

GPS 34° 01’ 43.00” S
/ 18° 24’ 55.47” E
Elevation 132m

7

7a

Forest

Recreational area
GPS 34° 01’ 48.54” S
/ 18° 24’ 45.60” E
Elevation 139m

Significance
*
Low

th

Medium

Low
Cx

Early
th
19 C

High
A, H, Cx

Medium
H, Cx

st

None

Photograph

Middle Section of Farm
*Key to criteria at end of document

Ref
No.
8

Name

Description

Historic precinct

(Groot Constantia homestead , Cloete
cellar & other buildings are dealt with
in more detail in separate inventories:
A. Historic precinct
B. Landscape elements)

GPS 34° 01’ 52.28” S
/ 18° 25’ 07.35” E
Elevation 93m

9

Colyn vault

GPS 34° 02’ 06.78” S
/ 18° 25’ 05.94” E

In vineyards to the west of the corridor
is a single burial vault with a square
gable capped with the remains of a fine
early Cape Georgian cornice. It is
associated with the Colyn family who
owned Hoop op Constantia nearby.
The slate plaques list the names of
people buried there:

Age

th

18 /
th
19 C

Significance
*

High
Ar, H, S,

Lambert Johannes Colyn (1821)
Leonora Maria Colyn (nee Coetzer (1839)
Mary Leonora Colyn (1810)

10

McCarthy Dam

GPS 34° 01’ 59.35” S
/ 18° 25’ 20.66” E
Elevation 68m

(Archaeological report 1996)
A farm road from Hoop op Constantia
passes the only dam on the farm. It is
on ‘Coleyn’, a subdivision of Hoop op
Constantia that was owned by Mr
McCarthy in 1960s & 70s. The dam was
originally circular but was extended
after an archaeological survey was
done in 2008.
The pump house is situated in
vineyards below the McCarthy dam.

th

20 –
st
21 C

A, Cx

th

None

th

Low
A, H, Cx

th

Medium

10a

Pump house for
dam

11

Farm road

Parallel to the main axis, is a farm road
that connects the Colyn vault, Hoop op
Constantia, the McCarthy Dam, and the
Cloete graveyard. Alongside is a view
of this farm road with Hoop op
Constantia in the distance.

19 /
th
20
C

11a

Intersection

Close to the Cloete graveyard is an
intersection with a road leading to the
old entrance of Groot Constantia. On
this road one has a view of Groot
Constantia homestead in the valley
below.

19 /
th
20
C

The Cloete graveyard is situated on a
hill overlooking Groot Constantia.
It is enclosed by a ringwall and contains
23 vaults for members of the Cloete
family including 4 children.
The gateway which is on the east side
th
includes a surviving early 19 C
wrought iron gate with flanking simple
pyramid capped pillars.

18 /
th
19 C

12

Cloete Graveyard

GPS 34° 01’ 34.01” S
/ 18° 25’ 27.65” E

Low

20 C

th

A, H, Cx

High
A, H, S,

Photograph

12a

Cloete graves

Although some graves have not been
identified, family members known to
be buried in this cemetery include:

th

18 /
th
19 C

Hendrik Cloete (1725-1799)
Hester Anna Lourens (1731-1794)
Jacob Cloete (1754-1789)
Pieter Gerhard Cloete (1756-1818)
Hendrik Cloete (1758-1818)
Catharina Christina Scheller (1758-1835)
Catharina C Cloete (1793-1884)
Johan Gerhard Cloete (1760-1805)
Sibella Catharina Cloete (1788-1789)
Lourenszoon Cloete (1822-1822)
Jacob Pieter Cloete (1794-1875)
Catharina Cornelia van Reenen (?-1867)
Sebastiaan Valentyn Cloete (1821-1821)
Anna Catherina Cloete (1822-1822)
Geesje Wilhelmina Cloete (1820-1831)
Albert Cloete (?-?)
CB Cloete (?-?)
Francis F Cloete (?-?) and
John G Cloete (1829-1865)

(Archaeological report 1996)

Hoop op Constantia
*Key to criteria at end of document

Ref
No.
13

Name

Description

Age

Hoop op
Constantia
(Farm 2755)

This was a sub-division of Constantia,
initially known as Klein Constantia, and
after 1776, as Hoop op Constantia. The
Colyn family owned the farm for most
th
th
of the 18 & 19 centuries. Gibson
argues it was they who established the
reputation of Constantia wine.
The U-shaped homestead was
restored in 1998.
A mirrored pair of front steps lead to a
wide landing ahead of the main stoep.
The front gable is a halsgewel‘ - most
likely a copy of Groot Constantia’s.
There are no side gables only hipped
corners. Oddly Thomas Bowler
depicted three front gables in 1847!
The rear end gables of Hoop op
Constantia are unusual pediment types
with double gable windows. One of
these gables is surmounted by a sugar
stick chimney – one of few authentic
ones in existence. A broad stoep
extends around the east side which
was once the main approach to the
house. A lean-to was added at back of
the east wing at an early stage, i.e.
before 1820 (Fransen).
Narrow back courtyard of U shaped
house. West wing gable has similar
gable to east wing. Like Groot
Constantia the west back wing is
shorter than the east wing and there is
no central back gable.

Late
th
18 C

GPS 34° 02’ 00.81” S
/ 18° 25’ 11.86” E
Elevation 75m

13a

Front facade

13b

East wing

13c

Back courtyard

Significance
*
High
A, Ar, H, Lm,
Cx

Late
th
18 C

Photograph

13d

Interior
woodwork

Noteworthy surviving interior
representing a range of periods, and
comprising a fine mahogany and
satinwood screen, yellowwood ceiling
with pine rafters, yellowwood single
panel doors and architraves.

13e

Details

18 C joinery including period same
th
windows, some with 19 C internal
shutters, and ironmongery including
original front door lock.

13f

Flooring

Interesting 20 C herringbone kiaat
and suspect yellowwood parquet
flooring in rooms leading off the front
hallway. Hallway itself is paved in slate
and tiles set within a margin of
th
presumably 20 C klompie paviours.
(See 16d)

13g

Bell tower

The original slave bell stands to the
east of the homestead and would have
been in full view of the main approach
from that side. The bell tower includes
plain lime plastered pillars with
moulded footings on a plain base and a
stepped parapet overhead. It was
th
depicted by Bowler in the mid 19 C.

Early
th
19 C

Hoop op
Constantia
garden

Hoop op Constantia was built on a
slope with a much admired sunken
garden below. The road passes in front
of the homestead and steps lead down
to the garden which extends around to
the side of the old cellar.

19th C

Cellar

A long wine cellar lies to the west of
the homestead with its holbol end
gable still intact. The original thatch
roof has been replaced by slate. (This
was probably Welsh slate but now fibre
cement slate).
The Colyn’s were wine makers of
repute and some of the best
Constantia wines were produced here.
th
By the mid 18 century their wines
were world famous and were supplied
to European royalty. According to
Gibson they attended to wine making
at Groot Constantia before the arrival
of the Cloetes.
Interior of the 50m long cellar which
currently serves as a store. The roof
construction is partly visible from the
inside and it is evident that the eaves
line was lifted after the thatch roof was
removed.

Late
th
18 /
th
19 C

13h

13i

13j

Interior of cellar

Late
th
18 –
th
20 C

th

th

High
A, H, Cx

High
A, H, Cx

Late
th
18 /
th
19 C

Medium
A, Ar, H, Cx

13k

Lean-to

Lean-to with a flat roof to the back of
the cellar overlooking the side of the
garden.

th

20 C

Private properties on Hoop op Constantia Road
*Key to criteria at end of document

Ref
No.
14

Name

Description

Age

Private property
(Erf 6602)

Situated below Hoop op Constantia are
three private properties. This house is
described by Hans Fransen as a
'charming late 19th flat roofed
dwelling'. Outbuildings line the
driveway.
Contemporary privately owned house
on the Hoop op Constantia private
road. Double storeyed house with
garage to side.

19 C

Contemporary privately owned house
on the other side of the Hoop op
Constantia private road. Single
storeyed house with entrance court on
road

20 C

An old paved road leads from Hoop op
Constantia past the private properties.
It used to be the main access road to
Hoop op Constantia and passes
alongside the farming corridor that
crosses the middle of the farm.

19 /
th
20
C

The road ends at Klein Constantia Rd
with the sign 'Hope on Constantia' on
the gateposts. The gateposts have
double pillars and flanking walls
topped with curvilinear shoulder
copings.

19 C

Name

Description

Age

Coleyn gateposts

Further along Klein Constantia Road
are the gate posts to Coleyn a section
of the farm that stretches to the dam
above. This was owned by a Mr
McCarthy whose widow sold to the
government to form part of the Groot
Constantia estate in the 1970s.
Contemporary Cape Revival T-shaped
homestead with gable, pergola and
two back wings. Walled garden
enclosing cottages, garage and
swimming pool in extensive grounds.
Roof is thatched. Rented out.

20 C

GPS 34° 02’ 02.94” S
/ 18° 25’12.25 ” E

15

Private property
(Erf 6603)
GPS 34° 02’ 07.49” S
/ 18° 25’ 14.71” E

16

Private property
(Erf 6243)
GPS 34° 02’08.43” S
/ 18° 25’ 17.97” E

17

17a

Hoop op
Constantia Road

Gate posts

GPS 34° 02’14.07” S
/ 18° 25’ 22.98” E

th

Significance
*
Medium

Photograph

A, Ar,H,

20 C

th

None

th

None

th

Medium

th

H, Cx

Low
A, Cx

Coleyn
*Key to criteria at end of document

Ref
No.
18

GPS 34° 02’ 08.98” S
/ 18° 25’ 07.57” E

19

Coleyn
Homestead
GPS 34° 02’ 07.51” S
/ 18° 25’ 25.52” E

th

Significance
*
Low
Cx

th

20 C

Low
Cx

Photograph

20

Brown House

20 C

Simple semi-detached staff houses that
are situated on the corner of Klein
Constantia Rd, close to the entrance to
the Wade Bales Wine Society building.

20 C

Name

Description

Age

Contemporary
House

Contemporary house with curved zinc
roof situated close to Nova Constantia
on the lowest section of Groot
Constantia

Late
th
20 C

Private property situated within the
lowest section of Groot Constantia and
surrounded by Groot Constantia
farmlands. Nova Constantia was a
deduction of the farm Bergvliet, which
itself was a subdivision of Simon van
der Stel’s farm Constantia. The
homestead is said to date back to
1793. It was acquired in 1805 by the
Colyn family who also owned Hoop op
Constantia (see item 14 above).
Nova Constantia homestead reflects a
rare early stylistic combination of
Colonial Dutch and Georgian periods.
Of particular significance are joinery
elements including recessed double
sliding sash windows with larger
‘small’-panes that are either original or
very early Georgian stylistic insertions.
The building’s tall proportions and
squared gable are reminiscent of Tokai
manor house and are attributed to the
celebrated Cape architect LM Thibault.
The gable is supported on plain
rusticated plaster pilasters which are
raised above the eaves line.
The teak front door surround includes
unusual fanlight with circles and
radiating mullions. The front door is
flanked by full width sash windows
instead of more traditional half width
sashes.

Early
th
19 C

GPS 34° 02’ 07.54” S
/ 18° 25’ 29.70” E

21

Wade Bales Wine
Society
GPS 34° 02’ 04.37” S
/ 18° 25’ 32.14” E

22

th

Contemporary house consisting of two
parallel buildings with connecting wall
in large grounds. Thatched roof with
dormer windows and tall end gables.
Also accessed via the Coleyn entrance
gate. Rented out.
Long barn with buttresses that was
possibly the old cellar of Coleyn farm.
Situated on Klein Constantia Road with
its own entrance. Rented to the Wade
Bales Wine Society.

Staff house
GPS 34° 02’ 04.71” S
/ 18° 25’ 33.24” E

Low
Cx

th

20 C

Low
H?, Cx

th

None

Lower Section of Farm
*Key to criteria at end of document

Ref
No.
23

GPS 34° 02’ 24.51” S
/ 18° 25’ 28.23” E

24

Nova Constantia
(Erf 5179)

GPS 34° 02’24.44 ” S
/ 18° 25’ 29.90” E
Elevation 47m

24a

Nova Constantia
Homestead

24b

Front door

Significance
*
None

High
A, Ar, H, Lm

Photograph

24c

Interior

24d

Joinery

24e

Cellar

U-shaped floor plan with roofed over
narrow ‘courtyard’ creating a wide
axial central passage in lieu of the more
traditional voor-en agterkamers.
Carpentry includes yellowwood
boarded ceiling on ovolo moulded
heavy yellowwood rafters. Wide
yellowwood floorboards.
Early clay floor tiles re-used in
contemporary kitchen at the back.
Two decorative cast iron fireplaces are
th
late 20 C insertions, as is the
yellowwood beamed extension to the
left rear wing (rebuilt on earlier
foundations).
Joinery includes yellowwood Regency
6-panel, raised and reeded, fielded
panel doors with moulded yellowwood
architraves. Teak fielded panel internal
shutters.

To the back of Nova Constantia is a
cellar. Cape Revival gable added as part
of restoration by architect Dirk Visser
th
in late 20 C.

24f

Cellar interior

Poplar beams and old brickwork
th
exposed. Surviving 19 C industrial
ceiling drive shaft with pulleys.
Contemporary rear ‘T’ wing extension
added in 1990’s.

24g

Outbuilding

Thatched outbuilding to the south of
th
the homestead is a substantial late 20
C construction although it appears to
incorporate an earlier flat roof
structure at the northern end.
th
Yellowwood floors are late 20 C.

th

19 &
late
th
20 C

Medium
A, H, T, Cx

th

20 C

Criteria key:
A summary of criteria underpinning significance in terms of the definition of cultural significance set out in the Schedule (2(vi)) of
the NHRA as follows: aesthetic (A); architectural (Ar); artistic (Art); historical (H); scientific (Sc); social (S); spiritual (Sp); linguistic (L)
technological (T); landmark/focal element (Lm); and/or contribution to a fine built group, landscape or space (Cx).
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C. Groot Constantia
Surroundings:
1. Main entrance
2. Staff houses
3. Wine sales
4. Entrance road
5. Staff housing
6. Bathing Pool
7. Forest
8. Historic precinct
9. Colyn Vault
10. McCarthy Dam
11. Farm Road
12. Cloete Graveyard
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13. Hoop op Constantia
14 -16 Private properties
17. Hoop op Constantia Rd
18. Coleyn gateposts
19. Coleyn Homestead
20. Brown House
21. Wade Bales Wine Soc
22. Staff house
23. Contemporary house
24. Nova Constantia
(private property)
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